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Instructions for Assembly – Deluxe Wooden Series Chair 

PLEASE GO TO www.ezhangchairs.com TO VIEW VIDEO  

Assembly 

Chair parts. Including: 

a.Center Cushion piece (1) 

b.Regular footrest with rope attached (1) 

c.Set of round spreader bars (2) 

d.Set of bent arms attached to overhead square bar via ropes (2) 

e.Small wooden dowel with knot attached at one end. This holds chase lounge out when in extend-
ed position (1)

http://www.ezhangchairs.com


f.Hardware package (2 extra small plastic brakes. Keep these for replacements if necessary)

g.1” inch round black metal support poles for chase lounge extension (2) 

h.Cup Holder (1) Happy bag (1) 

*** IMPORTANT MAINTENANCE INFORMATION***

The wood on your deluxe wood series is covered with a protective coat of polyurethane. We 
recommend annually reapplying polyurethane or any other protective varnish of your choice.

 
Place bent arms on the ground with knots in the back. Take the loose end of the rope on the right 
side and slide it through the hole at the top of the bent arm. Tie a small square knot just like the 
knot at the bottom of the arm. Repeat the process for the left side rope. (The small plastic brakes 
should be on the backside of the overhead dowel. If they are on the front, simply untie the front 
knot and reverse the brakes to the backside) Place the cushion part of the chair with the “EZ Hang” 
logo at the top right in between the bent arms on the ground and under all the ropes. 

Thread the two round spreader bars through the sleeves on the backside of cushion (sleeve is on top 
and bottom of the main cushion.) 

Align holes in spreader bars to holes in bent arms. Top spreader bar should be on the front side. 
Bottom spreader bar should be on the front side. Connect with hex bolt, washer and nut. (Washer 
and nut go on backside) Repeat for all four holes using the wrench provided and tighten until se-
cure. 

Slide the 1” inch round black support poles in each side of the chase lounge extension at the front 
of the chair and seal with the velcro cover to lock each pole in place. This provides stability for 
chase lounge when extended out. 

To hold chase lounge out, insert small wooden dowel through sleeve at the end of chase lounge and 
tie a simple granny knot like the knot already tied at other end to secure it in place. To use chair 
with the chase lounge extended, hook smaller S hook already tied on to location where lager S 
hook is hanging the chair. 

Chase lounge can either be extended out or tucked under the chair. If you desire it tucked under, 
simply use the two clips provided under chair and tuck excess rope into pouch using small velcro 
tab to secure. When tucked under use regular footrest. See picture below.

Eyebolt Installation 

Locate ceiling joist (by Stud Finder or tapping and verifying with a small nail.) Be sure to 
locate exact center. Using a 3/16” (3mm) wood drill bit, drill a hole (approx. 4” (10CM) 



deep) perpendicular to the ceiling. Screw in the two supplied eye lags until all threads 
have disappeared into the joist. Make certain the distance apart is approximately 49”. Do 
not loosen or adjust once in place. 

Important: Hole must be directly in the center of the stud for full weight bearing capacity. 
Spinning or swinging could loosen and compromise the eyebolt strength. 

Fine tuning adjustment: Your chair can be adjusted back and forward by manipulating the side 
ropes on the overhead square bar. The plastic clips must be on the backside of the square bar 
and must sit tight against the square bar once the re-cline has been set. This will stabilize 
your pitch. More rope towards the front tilts the chair forward resulting in a more uprighpo-
sition. More rope towards the back results in a more reclined position. Periodically check 
plastic clips for re-establishing position. 

Disclaimer  
Please note: EZ HANG CHAIRS and all agents or representatives thereof cannot assume responsi-
bility for special, indirect, or consequential damages or contingent liability for use of this product 
in a manner not expressly intended by the manufacturer. End consumer is ultimately responsible 
for verifying proper installation of eye-lag/hook assembly according to guidelines explained here 
within. 

Eye lag Installation 
Locate ceiling joist (by Stud Finder or tapping and verifying with a small nail.) Be sure to 
locate exact center. Using a 3/16” (3mm) wood drill bit, drill a hole (approx. 4” (10CM) 
deep) perpendicular to the ceiling. Screw in the two supplied eye lags until all threads 
have disappeared into the joist. Make certain the distance apart is approximately 49”. Do 
not loosen or adjust once in place.

Important
Hole must be directly in the center of the stud for full weight bearing capacity. Spinning or 
swinging could loosen and compromise the eyebolt strength. 

Fine tuning adjustment:

Your chair can be adjusted back and forward by manipulating the side ropes on the 
overhead square bar. The plastic clips must be on the backside of the square bar 
and must sit tight against the square bar once the recline has been set. This will 
stabilize your pitch. More rope towards the front tilts the chair forward resulting 
in a more upright position. More rope towards the back results in a more reclined 
position. Periodically check plastic clips for re-establishing position. 



Disclaimer  
Please note: EZ Hang chairs and all agents or representatives thereof cannot assume 

responsibility for special, indirect, or consequential damages or contingent liability for 
use of this product in a manner not expressly intended by the manufacturer. End con-
sumer is ultimately responsible for verifying proper installation of eye-lag/hook as-

sembly according to guidelines explained here within.  
Deluxe Wooden Series version pictured below with extension tucked and secured 

underneath :  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Regarding any questions about our products please contact your sales rep. or visit our web-
site 

www.ezhangchairs.com


